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Make-space Gesture for Touchscreen Input
ABSTRACT
When taking notes using a stylus, users often want to quickly make space to insert
additional content in their note. In current applications, the procedure to move content to create
space is tedious. While some tools provide an explicit make-space button, it requires switching
context, which takes the user out of the flow of their writing or drawing. This disclosure
describes a make-space gesture for use with stylus or finger input on touchscreens that obviates
context switching and smoothly aligns with the user’s workflow. The user draws an arbitrary line
(which can be straight, curved, or jagged) across the page on the touchscreen and taps or drags
the line. The user action of tapping or dragging is interpreted as an indication that the line is a
gesture, not a stroke. Upon such input, content near the line is moved to make space on the page.
If the user continues drawing or writing, the line is interpreted as a stroke.
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BACKGROUND
When taking notes using a stylus or finger input, users often want to quickly make space
to insert additional content in their note. In current applications, the procedure to move content to
create space is tedious. While some tools provide an explicit make-space button, it requires
switching context, which takes the user out of the flow of their writing or drawing.
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A stroke on a touchscreen is a trajectory traced by the stylus (or finger) on a touchscreen.
A stroke can leave behind an electronic mark, such as a squiggle, on the touchscreen. A gesture
is an action, e.g., select, move, erase, rotate, rescale, etc., on a stroke.
DESCRIPTION

Fig. 1: Make-space stylus gesture
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This disclosure describes a make-space gesture for touchscreen devices with stylus (or
finger) input that obviates context switching and smoothly aligns with the user’s workflow. An
example is illustrated in Fig. 1. The user draws a line across the page (Fig. 1 i-iii) in their note.
The line is initialized to a state intermediate between stroke and gesture (Fig. 1-iv). The
intermediate state of the trace is herein pictorially depicted using a varying bluish hue; an actual
app can use any suitable visual indication of the intermediate state. The user taps (Fig. 1-v)
and/or drags (Fig. 1-vi) the line to create space (Fig. 1 vii-viii). The user action of tapping or
dragging is a signal that the line is a gesture, not a stroke. If the user doesn’t tap or drag within
reasonable time, and continues writing instead, the line transitions to a stroke (not shown).

Fig. 2: Making spaces using jagged lines
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The user can also create space on the canvas in a more fine-grained manner. For example,
as illustrated in Fig. 2, the user draws a jagged line (Fig. 2-i) across the page to only push down
selected content (Fig. 2 ii-iii) to create space approximately along the diagonal of the canvas (Fig
2-iv).

Fig. 3: Creating space using a partial line
Fig. 3 illustrates another example use of the techniques. Here, the user draws a partial
line, not fully across the width of the canvas (Fig. 1-i). The app offers to convert the line to a
make-space gesture (Fig. 1-ii). The user drags the line upwards (Fig. 1-iii) to create space along a
partial width of the canvas, e.g., only a section of content moves to create space (Fig. 1-iv).
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CONCLUSION
This disclosure describes a make-space gesture for use with stylus or finger input on
touchscreens that obviates context switching and smoothly aligns with the user’s workflow. The
user draws an arbitrary line (which can be straight, curved, or jagged) across the page on the
touchscreen and taps or drags the line. The user action of tapping or dragging is interpreted as an
indication that the line is a gesture, not a stroke. Upon such input, content near the line is moved
to make space on the page. If the user continues drawing or writing, the line is interpreted as a
stroke.
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